LESSON PLANS

WEEK OF: February 25, 2019
CC

Objective
Activity

sentence 25, 26, 27, words with
endings, mixed words

Assign

Monday

Period
Subject
RM
Spelling
Grade(s)
NE SS# 113
vocab review reading words story
backgound globe story reading
Spelling: test
paired practice

vocab: finest, triple story: Toby
the Kangaroo, vocab sentence

CC: finest, KWL chart, activate
background

Science

Objective
Activity

Tuesday

vocab: koala, ruin, India, lookout,
CC: KWL from lesson 113
pouch, warn

Objective

Wednesday

Assign

story: Facts About Kangaroos, A
Job for Toby, compare and
contrast
NE SS# 115
The champions performed
perfectly.

Spelling: doubling rule,
compounds

What are solids, liquids, and
gases?

measuring using feet and inches

p. 282 read book about solids

subtracting 6, tape, scrap paper

p 283

wrap-ups

liquids

p. 284-285 books

Spelling: doubling rule,
compounds

edit and rewrite letters

wrap-ups 8

Music 12:35-1:05 PE 1:05-1:30

gases p. 286-287

e-a words, multi-syllable words,
mixed words vocab: peacock,
screech

100-2
written assessment 19, finding
the area of shapes using pattern
blocks

read no David and record words
to describe David

baskets of patterns

Objective

The champions performed
perfectly.

Activity

Assign

Activity

MW 12:00-12:35 library

daily

modeled words, vocab: preserve, CC: lovely, identifying features of
solid, liquid, gas review paper
strutted, ramp story background: expository text, text to text
Facts About Minutes, Facts
connections

Assign

Thursday

100-1
subtracting 8 facts, making a
table to solve a problem, looking
for a pattern to solve a problem

begin letter writing to basketball
team

vocab: smack

CC: review, pair-share to show
some things you have learned in bubbles, book
recent lessons
events of story "A Job for Toby" ,
story: Facts about Peacocks, The
draw map to show setting and
Kangaroo Hunter
characters
NE SS# 116

Story: Toby on the Ship
deductions, compare

doubling rule, compounds, review website and chapter checkup

Assign

Activity

Objective

NE SS# 117

Friday

Language/Dolezal

99

NE SS# 114
modeled words, mixed words,
multi-syllable words

Math

sentence 26, 27, 28

101
identifying, describing, and
comparing geometric solids

2:00 dismissal

art: 10:00

no school

no school

cone, cube, sphere, cylinder,
rectangular Prism, and pyramid

98
spelling: doubling rule,
compounds, review

modeled words, multi-syllable
CC: entertain, text to text
words, words with endings, mixed
connections, generate questions
words vocab: certain,
story: The End of the Trip, skill:
vocab sentence, sequence,
drawing materials

no school

estimating a sum
number cards 0-9, classroom
items

